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We investigate the Wheeler-DeWitt equation for a quantum minisuperspace cosmological model with

minimal scalar fields. The adiabatic basis and the nonadiabatic basis of the scalar field Hamiltonian in-

duce mode-dependent gauge potentials to the matrix effective graviational Hamiltonian equation in the

projected minisuperspace. In particular, in the nonadiabatic basis the matrix effective gravitational
Hamiltonian equation decouples except for a quadratic term of the gauge potential at the classical level.

For a closed loop in the projected minisuperspace of the expanding and subsequently recollapsing
universe, the mode-dependent geometric phases may break the symmetry of the cosmological time
defined along classical trajectories of mode-dependent wave functions.

PACS number(s): 04.60.Kz, 03.65.Db, 98.80.Hw

For the last decade there has been an active investiga-
tion of quantum minisuperspace cosmological models in
either the canonical approach based on the Wheeler-
DeWitt (WD) equation or the path integral approach.
The H artie-Hawking no-boundary proposal [1] and
Vilenkin's proposal [2] for the quantum creation of the
Universe are such an attempt to prescribe an initial con-
dition and to describe the evolution of the Universe.
Finding the wave functions for quantum minisuperspace
cosmological models is a very dificult task largely due to
the coupling nature of gravitational and matter fields, ex-
cept for some simple models, and several methods have
already been developed to obtain approximate wave func-
tions. The complex contour integral [3] is such a typical
method in the path integral approach and the semiclassi-
cal asymptotic expansion [4] of the WD in the Planck
mass whose lowest expansion is nothing but the
Einstein-Hamilton-Jacobi equation is such a typical
method in the canonical approach. In the context of
cosmology, one important and long-standing question has
been how to explain the cosmological time emerges. It is

generally agreed that the wave functions themselves con-
tain all the information of the Universe, in spite of the
disagreements on the interpretation, probability measure,
square integrability, etc., of the wave functions. There
was an attempt to define the cosmological time from the
wave functions of the Universe [5].

In the macroscopic world there are three arrows
(asymmetries) of time: the thermodynamic arrow of time
as an increase of entropy, the psychological arrow of time
as a distinction between the past and future, and the
cosmological arrow of time as an expansion and subse-
quent recollapse of the Universe. At the classical level,
there were the pros by Gold [6] and cons by Penrose [7]
for the connection between the thermodynamic and
cosmological arrows of time on whether they point in the
same direction. At the quantum level, Hawking [8] pro-
posed the connections among arrows of time based on the
Hartle-Hawking no-boundary wave function. According
to his argument the thermodynamic arrow of time should
reverse in the recollapsing universe, because the wave
function is CPT invariant. Hawking s argument was im-
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mediately refuted by Page [9] who pointed out that the
CPT theorem does not exclude a time asymmetric wave
function in which entropy increases monotonic ally
throughout an expansion and subsequent recollapse of
the universe. Hawking thereafter withdrew his argu-
ment. There were similar arguments [10].

In this Rapid Communication we shall consider an
asymmetry of cosmological time in the context of the
canonical approach to a quantum minisuperspace cosmo-
logical model for an inhomogeneous or anisotropic gravi-
ty minimally coupled to scalar fields. The WD equation
has two different mass scales, one of which is the Planck
mass scale for gravitational fields and the other is the
mass scale for scalar fields. The gravitational fields
behave as heavy nuclei and the scalar fields behave as
light electrons of a molecular system, in spite of the fun-
damental disparity that quantum cosmological models
obey the WD equation, a relativistic functional wave
equation, whereas molecular systems obey the
Schrodinger equation. Just as in molecular systems, the
scalar fields induce mode-dependent gauge potentials
(Berry connections) to the gravitational field background,
which in turn gives rise to geometric phases [11]. It is
proposed that in a quantum cosmological model the
geometric phase may break the symmetry of the cosmo-
logical time defined along each classical trajectory along
which the wave function is peaked when the universe
recollapses to the same gravitational configuration. The
same result was obtained in nonadiabatic and adiabatic
path integral approaches [12].

The method that expands the WD equation by the adi-
abatic basis of the scalar field Hamiltonian to result in a
matrix effect gravitational equation has already been in-
troduced for the quantum Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
cosmology minimally coupled to power-law scalar fields
in Ref. [13]. The adiabatic basis was chosen real and
nondegenerate so that the induced gauge potential con-
sists only of an off-diagonal matrix, behaves as a coupling
matrix among different modes of the matrix effective
gravitational equation, and leads to the superadiabatic
expansion of wave functions. This is the very reason why
geometric phases were not discussed there. The non-
Abelian gauge potential of the degenerate adiabatic basis
coming from the level crossing of eigenvalues of the sca-
lar field Hamiltonian was treated [14] and related to the
nonunitarity of quantized fields of the Universe [15]. The
main difference of this paper from others is that the adia-
batic basis now may be complex to induce a nontrivial
gauge potential and there is always a nontrivial gauge po-
tential even for the real nonadiabatic basis.

We take the super-Hamiltonian constraint for a quan-
tum minisuperspace cosmologica1 model:

H(g, P) = F'"(g)~,
vari,

+ V (g)

+ G"(0)ul,ui+V, (4 0) =01

m,

where F' and 6 ' are the inverse supermetrics of the su-
permetrics F,b and G&t on the extended minisuperspace
of the three-geometry plus scalar fields with signatures
i},i, = (

—1, 1, . . . , 1 ) and 51,1
= ( 1, ... , 1). We shall interpret

below the scalar fields as a kind of fiber defined on the
projected minisuperspace p of the three-geometry only
rather than as a part of the super-Hamiltonian on the ex-
tended minisuperspace. This interpretation a1lows us to
regard the bases of orthonormal eigenstates of the scalar
field Hamiltonian

G"'(0~S i pi+ V.(4 0)
1

(2)

as a fiber bundle of frames.
Choosing a basis (complete set} of orthonormal eigen-

states of some Hermitian operator h(P, g) on p,

h(g, g)l (y, g) & =~(g)l ((('i, g) &,

(u (P, g)lu (P, g))=& (3)

and denoting a column vector of Iud(g, g)) by U„(P,g},
we may define a gauge potential (Berry connection)
[16,17]

(4)

where the asterisk and the superscript T denote dual and
transpose o}Iterations. The gauge potential is a Hermitian
matrix: A„,(g)=A„,(g). We may expand the wave
function of the WD equation by the basis U„(P,g):

It is then straightforward to see that

(6)

The wave function %(g,P) when expanded by U„(P,g)
defines a fiber %(g) of the amplitudes of frame of the
eigenstates on p, and so the action of 8/i3P on 4( g, P) in-
duces a covariant derivative D/Dg=r}/dP iA„,(g)—
acting only on %'(g). Equation (6) implies that the opera-
tor m, should be substituted by m., —A„,(g) when acted
on%(g}.

Then the WD equation becomes a matrix effective
gravitational Hamiltonian equation

H(g, P)%(g, P)=U (P, () F'~(g)(~, —A„,(g)][a„—A„ i, (g)]+ V .(g)+H „„,„(g) %(g)=0,
mj,
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where

(8)

The second choice is the nonadiabatic basis for the
Hermitian invariant of H,«„(P,g) defined by the invari-
ant equation

is a back reaction of the scalar fields to the gravitational
fields. Notice that H,«„„(g)is not necessarily a diago-
nal matrix.

If two bases are related by a unitary transformation

U„(P,g)=S (g)U, (P,g),
S (g)S(g)=S(()S (g)=I,

with the orthonormal eigenstates
(9)

then we can show that A„(g) transforms as a true gauge
potential

A„,(g}=S (g)A„,(g}S(g)+iS (g) S(g), (10)
t}p

where A„(g) is a gauge potential defined by the basis
U„(P,g)

A„,(g)=iU„'(P, g) U„(P,g) .
a

Each basis U„((II),g) on p defines a unitary frame over p,
i.e., a unitary frame bundle. Since there is an arbitrari-
ness in the choice of basis, the whole set of complex bases
defines an SU(N) principal bundle and that of real orient-
ed bases defines as SO(N) principal bundle over p, N be-
ing the dimension of bases [18]. In general, N is ao, and
so there is an SU( ac ) symmetry for complex bases and an
SO( 0() ) symmetry for real bases [16].

Among the infinite set of bases there are two dis-
tinguished bases. The first choice is the basis that diago-
nalizes H,«„(P,g), i.e., the adiabatic basis of orthonor-
mal eigenstates:

(17)

The eigenvalues A, are independent of g. In this basis
there is a remarkable decoupling theorem valid up to
linear order of the gauge potential at the classical level.
At the classical level the so-called matrix nonadiabatic
gravitational Hamiltonian equation

F' (g)[n, —A, ,(g)][nb —A, b(g)]
1

2m'

+ Vg(g)+H „„t,(g) %(g)=0 (18)

has the off-diagonal terms

1
F,b(g)[ —m, A, b(g) nb A, ,—(g)+ A, , (g) A, b(g}]

= —A, ,(g}g'+ F' (g) A, ,(g) A, b(g), (19)
2' p

where we used n, =mgF«g' Use a w. ell-known result

[19]of the invariant

H,«„(P,g) ~ w~(P, g) & =A(g)) w~((It', g) &,
(12) A, , A, A(cC =H tt-...k, k(c) (20)

This basis, however, does not diagonalize the gauge po-
tential

A, (g)=iU'(tt), g) U (()I),g),((), (1 (0 )
~(g (()

because there are off-diagonal entries

(13)

F' (g)[n.,—A , u.(g)][nb —A b u.(g)]
P

wv(P, g) H,«„(P,g) w~((), g))gg(t m(tttef

A,(g) —
A, '(g)

for A, 'XA, . For degenerate eigensubspaces A.
' =A, ,

A, zz(g) cannot be determined by Eq. (14), whereas
there is no diagonal matrix of the guage potential,
A, &z(g)=0, for nondegenerate real eigenstates. The
WD equation is approximated by the adiabatic gravita-
tional Hamiltonian equations

for A, 'AA, ; then there is left only the quadratic term of the
gauge potential of the order of

FQ tt tt

)Bp t}gb

2m (b,X)
(21)

where hA, is the minimum separation of eigenvalues. As
a result of the above decoupling theorem, the WD equa-
tion is quite well approximated by the nonadiabatic gravi-
tational Hamiltonian equations

F'"(g)[n, —A, , u(g)][nb —Az t u'(g)]
P

Without the gauge potentials, the wave functions deter-
mined from the adiabatic gravitational Hamiltonian
equations (15) or the nonadiabatic gravitational Hamil-
tonian equations (22) have the WKB approximations

q'd 0)=exp [iS~(0)l (23)
+ Vg(g)+H „„, g~(g) tIIq(g) =0 . (15)

which are peaked along classical trajectories in oscillato-
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ry regions. It is known that these classical trajectories
are the solutions of the Einstein equation with scalar
fields [20]. The cosmological time may be defined along
each classical trajectory through a tangent vector [21]

F'
m

(24)

Wr ( A, ) =P exp i f A, , (g)dg'
L

(26)

for the nonadiabatic basis. Thus individual wave func-
tions in the expanding period

(27)

The cosmological time is symmetric with respect to an
expansion and subsequent recollapse, because the gravita-
tional potential and the back reaction of the scalar fields
are symmetric.

Pith the gauge potentials, however, the symmetry of
the cosmological time may be broken, since if the
Universe expands and subsequently recollapses, and so
the classical trajectory does make a closed loop L in p,
then the recollapsing wave functions %'i(g, P) differ from
the expanding wave functions by the geometric phases
given by the Wilson loop operators (holonomies)

Wr ( A ) =P exp i f A, (g)dg' (25)
L

for the adiabatic basis and

Then by introducing g-dependent creation and annihila-
tion operators

' 1/2

P= /- [C (g) —C(g)],
&/2 g, (g)

1Q= ~-
( )

'[/2

[C (g}+C(g)],
(33)

The Fock space can be constructed as the nonadiabatic
basis of the invariant

I „„,(y, g)ln, g}=co n + — In, g&,
1

2
(34)

where the frequency of the invariant,

~0=+g, (g)g3(g) —g2(g), is a constant as a consequence
of the invariant equation (16). After some algebra, we
find the induced gauge potential from the nonadiabatic
basis

A, ,(j)=iP, (g} C (g}C(g)+—I

the invariant (31) will not be concerned here. First, we
transform canonically the momentum and position as

g, (g)P=P+ 0 Q=4
g)(g)

have the wave functions in the recollapsing period

e,'(g, y)= W, (A„)~,(g) l~&(y, g) }, where

+ —[V, (g)C (g) —},*(g)C (g)], (35)

where u =w, z for the adiabatic and nonadiabatic basis,
respectively. This means that the recollapsing wave func-
tions need not be the same as the expanding wave func-
tions even for the identical gravitational configuration.
Then the cosmological time in the recollapsing period
should be defined according to (24) now with respect to
the total action including the geometric phases

4i (g) = WL ( A „)%'i(g)=exp[iS„„~i (g) ] . (29)

So we have the history (classical trajectory) dependent ar-
row of cosmological time which is not symmetric with
respect to the expansion and subsequent recollapse.

As a simple model, we consider a scalar field with a
variable mass squared

H „„,(P, g)= P + m, cu (g)P—1 p 1
matter (30)

The Hamiltonian describes an inhomogeneous and aniso-
tropic oscillator on p. Using the Lie algebra so(2, 1}of a
harmonic oscillator, we may find the invariant of the
form

I .„.,(4 0)=gi(C} ZP'+gi(P)
2

(Pd+4P}+g3(k}20'.

There are many methods [22] to find the invariant for a
time-dependent harmonic oscillator. The explicit form of

It is the diagonal part of the gauge potential that gives
rise to the mode-dependent geometric phases
WL [ A iz)] = exp[ —f /3, (g) [C (g)C(g) + I/2) 1P],
P, (g) being pure imaginary.

In summary, the WD equation for the quantum min-

isuperspace cosmological model has the Planck mass
scale for gravitational fields and the mass scale for scalar
fields. In either the adiabatic or nonadiabatic basis the
scalar fields give the diagonal back reaction and induce
the diagonal mode-dependent gauge potential to the ma-
trix effective gravitationa1 Hamiltonian equation. Thus a
geometric phase is gained from the gauge potential when
the Universe traces a closed loop in the minisuperspace.
The cosmological time defined along each classical trajec-
tory near which the wave function without the gauge po-
tential is peaked is symmetric. 8'ith the gauge potential
the recollapsing wave functions differ from the expanding
wave functions by the geometric phases when the ex-
panding universe recollapses to the identical gravitational
configuration. Our result supports Page's argument that
the individual wave functions need not be CPT invariant.
We proposed that the geometric phases be an origin of
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the asymmetry of the cosmological time. Furthermore,
the correlation defined as the degree of constructive in-
terference may be lost in the recollapsing period for an
expanding wave function 4 (g, P) = grec&%x(g) ~uz(P, g) )
of a linear superposition of individual wave functions in
phase giving constructive interference, because the recol-
lapsing wave function

may be out of phase due to the geometric phases to result
in destructive interference. The quantum interference
may have a fundamental effect on the relation between
the cosmological arrow of time and the thermodynamic
arrow of time.

After completion of this paper we learned that Hawk-
ing et al. [23] recently published a paper in which they
argued that density perturbations starting small grow

larger and become nonlinear as the Universe expands and
recollapses, and give rise to a thermodynamic arrow of
time that would not reverse even at the point of the max-
imum expansion and subsequent recollapse. Admitting
that their argument may be right, our result is quite
different from theirs in that we have ascribed an origin of
time asymmetry to geometric phases resulting from an in-
duced gauge potential of scalar fields when the universe
expands and subsequently recollapses to form a closed
loop in the projected minisuperspace for an inhomogene-
ous or anisotropic universe.
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